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Are we in a golden age 
of children’s nonfiction?



A brief history of nonfiction for children





Projects and Topics



Research Skills









Choosing Nonfiction 
for the Classroom





We need to engage critically















Developing Teacher (and pupil) Knowledge of 
Nonfiction Books

• Does this book engage you? How?

• Is the voice speculative/thoughtful/didactic? Does it avoid 

a patronising tone? 

• What assessment can you make about the authority of the 

writer? 

• How up-to-date is the book? Does this affect the way the 

book presents its subject?









critical literacy

thinking skillls

























appealing, popular topic, witty

also by James Davies





original

witty

illuminating

SMOOSHING



From the air that we breathe, the food we eat,
the adventures we seek, to the joy we experience,
you will find a connection to nature in every
single part of our being. And the more we can
reconnect with nature, the more we can reconnect
with ourselves.

Yuval Zommer



Writing picture books
to spark conversation
and curiosity.























vibrant, illuminating, ‘animal-tastic’!





• Does the book invite the reader to question, or does it assert its authority?

• Is provisional terminology used such as ‘estimated’, ‘probably’, ‘thought that’?

• Are sources cited either in the text or the peritext? Are references addressed to the

child reader, or is it assumed that an adult will read this?

• Does the book provide a model for different types of thinking: cause and effect, 

problems and solutions, argument and counterargument, sequence etc.

• Is the design attractive? Does it enhance or distract from the content?





Why are some iceberg’s green?
Most icebergs are bluish in colour but 
some in the Antarctic are green (called 
jade bergs because they look like the 
stone jade). Scientists don’t know why 
these icebergs are green, but one theory 
is that yellowish-red iron oxide minerals 
scraped up by glaciers mix with the 
normal blue colour of the icebergs and 
make them green. (p.84)





How to build flat
How to build tall
How to build long
How to build a dome
Home to build clean
How to build strong
How to build across
How to build watertight
How to build underground
How to build moving things
How to build on ice
How to build in the sea
How to build in outer space







An excellent selection of Great Britons from Imogen Russell 
Williams

The cover illustration gives a good indication of the care taken to 
ensure inclusivity.

Shirley Bassey Boudicca

Robert the Bruce Owain Glyndwr 

Mary Prince Elise Inglis Ian McKellen

Chris Packham Helen Sharman

Lemn Sissay Stormzy Paul Stephenson





• If the intended use of the book is for research purposes, are 

structural guiders present, clear and helpful? (e.g. contents, index, 

headings, captions)

• Are illustrations informative? Are drawn and photographic 

illustrations used as appropriate? Are they given enough space so 

that the reader can see details?

• Is technical vocabulary introduced clearly? Does the glossary 

have child- friendly explanations?



In The Reading Corner



Read Aloud

Look for texts in different subjects that have an engaging voice that reads aloud well.

Consider investing in multiple copies of key nonfiction texts – needs careful selection.



Key ideas in summary
• Develop teacher knowledge - it is worth the time investment
• Think about the demands of reading in different subjects. Are 

older junior readers are given opportunities to read more 
challenging material?

• Review practice – who does most of the reading in curriculum 
lessons? You or your students?

• Read nonfiction aloud – it supports understanding, especially if 
questioning, dialogue and discussion accompany the reading

• Compare different texts – can you detect the writer’s point of 
view



• Develop a reflective stance. Look for the places where you can 
interrogate the text. Are assertions made without evidence? Is 
the writer indicating that there might be more than one way of 
looking at the subject by using tentative and provisional 
thinking. Keep asking the key question – how does the writer 
know that?

• Making text structures explicit and talking about the language 
used to communicate different types of thinking supports 
comprehension. Thinking maps (David Hyerle, 1995) help 
students to visualise different types of thought.



• Talk about language
• words that we think of as everyday words are often used 

differently in nonfiction (e.g. table). 
• Focus on technical words that are needed for 

understanding the big concepts that children will encounter 
several times.

• Draw attention to words that help you understand the 
writer’s point of view for instance words with positive and 
negative connotations.
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